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VIA E-MAIL
Re: Town of Monroe (Orange County) Comments to NYS Gaming Commission
Casino Facility Siting Board
Please accept these comments which are forwarded on the behalf of the Town of Monroe Town Board.
The comments are extracted directly from my comments to the Town Board.
“Thank you for inviting me to provide guidance and information to the Town Board regarding the
potential local effects of three casino sites being considered in communities surrounding the Town of
Monroe. I have fashioned my narrative to be both instructive and to be used to provide comments to the
NYS Gaming Commission’s Facility Location Board as it considers licensing and site selection for the
six (6) potential casino sites in Orange County communities. I understand that proposals have been put
forth for a total of nine (9) casinos in the Hudson Valley / Catskills region (of the State’s Plan) which
includes the six proposed in Orange County. Of the six in Orange County, one is proposed in Tuxedo
south of Monroe, one in Woodbury just to the east, and another in South Blooming Grove to the north.
My research has focused on information required as part of the Gaming Commission licensing process,
information relative to casino impacts in other locales primarily Connecticut, on interviews and
discussions with local interested citizens, and on publicly available information on the Orange County
and NYS Gaming Commission web-sites. Please see the last page of the report for a list of attachments.
Specifically, after providing some background on the state of casino development, I will discuss and
elaborate on the following:
1. The lack of publicly-available market data to inform and support the siting and casino sizing
decision-making rationale of the Governor’s regional casino program and the NYS Gaming
Commission’s specific site selection task;
2. The lack of objective site selection criteria to guide the NYS Gaming Commission;
3. The lack of sufficient site-specific SEQRA findings information to inform the NYS Gaming
Commission and allow for a comparative vetting of potential casino sites on a region-by-region
basis;
4. The lack of sufficient information required as part of an application to the Gaming Commission on
local and regional social, environmental, traffic and infrastructure impacts and costs to host and
nearby municipalities (and the State) and on mitigation; impacts to small business, cultural
institutions and the local and regional economy; (Note 1)

5. The lack of a SEQRA analysis – specifically a programmatic EIS – to support the regional casino
siting plan put forth by the Governor;
6. The breadth of potential adverse effects to occur on local municipalities, specifically in this instance,
the Town of Monroe;
7. The lack of substantive involvement by Orange County in the site selection and environmental
review processes, and in making a recommendation to the Gaming Commission on the relative
benefits and disadvantages of the six sites, or on the County’s concerns about any or all of the sites or
casino gaming in Orange County as a whole;
8. A recommendation that the appropriate role for Orange County would be to focus attention on interTown and Countywide issues, and to mediate the environmental review of the casino facility sitings
between and among the County’s municipalities.

Introduction and Background
It is exciting that so much interest is focused on this potential economic development opportunity in the
Hudson Valley / Catskills region. Casinos and other gaming development -- particularly projects having
a mix of retail, hospitality and entertainment / recreation uses – can be a desirable ratable for a locality.
If the potential for adverse effects can be avoided or minimized through appropriate site selection, site
planning and design, and / or mitigation including additional revenue streams to localities affected by
the proposal, an outcome which accommodates new development in select locations while assuring that
impacts associated with the proposal are mitigated is possible. As discussed below, it appears however
that the NYS Gaming Commission and the Facility Siting Board are not reviewing the merits of the site
choices, but rather are focusing on the capabilities of the licensee casino operator, the elements included
in the projects, and the community support for each proposal. What little information that is required
relative to community impacts and costs is either not part of some casino applications or is strictly a
projection of revenues and a hazy commitment to addressing certain community-related issues raised by
municipal officials rather than an inclusive, comprehensive process like SEQRA. In the one case where
a substantial commitment has been made to a Town that I know of (the Town of Tuxedo), the
commitment came with strings attached – the community must perform several actions, including
ultimately approval of the casino zoning and site plan, before it can receive the moneys.
The planning for the six Orange County casinos that has occurred to date is insufficient to provide the
NYS Gaming Commission with a supportable, rational basis to make site selections, or to complete its
required SEQRA findings for the casino facility sitings or program (Note 2). Localities such as the
Town of Monroe should be concerned that sites selected should be appropriate for the use, and that
sufficient information is vetted by the Gaming Commission to make a reasoned comparative evaluation
of the nine (9) alternative sites and development programs. If localities are being asked to accept the
State’s plan as a blueprint for NYS-sanctioned casino development to the exclusion of other casinos or
other prospective development at each of the sites, the locality should have confidence that the proposed
casino development program put forth by the State is viable.
Lack of Public Available Data / Rationale Supporting Sate’s Blueprint for Casino Development
The Gaming Commission’s vetting of the potential casino operators is long on demonstrating the
financial viability of casino developers and operators, but short on hard data supporting the siting and
size of casinos. For example, to draw directly from the site selection factors on the Gaming
Commission’s web-site, prospective casino applicants must merely provide “a market analysis detailing
the benefits of the site location of the gaming facility and the estimated recapture rate of gaming-related
spending by residents traveling to an out-of-state gaming facility” (italics added). This language allows
for an analysis that simply demonstrates that the aggregate income and spending patterns of a population
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within a specified distance is sufficient to support the casino operation (and hence the investment in its
construction). A two to three hour drive is typically assumed for such a study, and the analysis need not
evaluate the other casinos existing or otherwise that would be competing for these dollars.
Moreover, the language specifically requires casino applicants to estimate how much gaming related
spending that is currently leaving an area around a casino would be re-captured by the new casino from
out-of-state casinos, which appears to be the State’s only other interest in addition to the prospective
casino operator’s financial capabilities.
Further, the evaluation of local impact and siting factors comprises only 20 percent of the evaluation
criteria for a given casino application; of the remaining 80 percent, 70 percent is economic activity and
business development factors, and ten percent are workforce enhancement factors.
In light of the recent economic recession, additional casino development being constructed and planned
now throughout the entire NYC metro area, and online gaming (which would appear to reduce the need
for “bricks and mortar” casinos), the need for hard data supporting the casino development program put
forth by the State is compelling. The program for casino siting and sizing should be substantiated with
data that supports both the location and the size of casinos in each region.
As an example of the proliferation of casinos, the attached map (Attachment 8) – which was prepared
for a recent review of six casino proposals in the Philadelphia area-- shows that as of October 2013,
within one hour’s drive of Philadelphia, there were five (5) casino properties that would be competing
with Philadelphia’s casinos. (Note 3) The graphic also notes that within a 100-mile radius (two to 2.5
hour’s drive) of Philadelphia, there were 25 casinos within portions of the states of PA, NJ, Maryland
and Delaware (though not highlighted, New York’s Empire City casino is on the graphic within the 100mile radius; I note also that Aqueduct’s Resorts World casino is not called out but is also within the 100mile radius.) Of the 25, note also that four within Atlantic City recently closed. A second map
(Attachment 9) shows existing casinos / racinos in New York State and was on the NYS Gaming
Commission web-site. Note that there are currently 14 such facilities in New York State.
Finally, note that Orange County’s potential two casinos and Connecticut casinos (Foxwoods and
Mohegan Sun), among other New England casinos are not on the graphic at all.
Siting Board’s Evaluation Criteria
The Gaming Commission’s site evaluation criteria are heavily slanted to evaluating prospective facility
developers and casino operators in terms of the States’s requirements for experience, and the inclusion
of project elements that address other gaming requirements like racing (outlined in the State’s Casino
Gaming legislation and regulations). Project elements like retail, hotels, conference centers, and cultural
elements are considered, but it is unclear what role these play in the agency decision-making, other than
as marketing information aimed to make the project look attractive. In any event, the potential effects of
these elements on the site, neighborhood or locality are minimally considered. And no consideration at
all is given to a comparative evaluation of the advantages or disadvantages of the six (or nine) sites.
Stated another way, if a prospective casino developer / operator submits an application to the Gaming
Commission, and demonstrates:
a) that it is financially viable and has experience with casinos,
b) provides a projection of fiscal benefits including taxes, wages and jobs from the casino,
c) estimates the amount of money leaving NYS currently that will be kept in New York with the casino,
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d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

commits to utilizing certain sustainable building and construction practices,
commits to addressing problem gambling in some fashion,
commits to addressing local site-oriented impacts, and impacts on local businesses,
identifies infrastructure costs and service costs to the host municipality
includes standard measures to make the workplace inclusive,
gets the backing of local officials, and
pays licensing fees

the prospective casino developer / operator’s site can be considered.
The above may seem like a lot of information, but it is not, and can be assembled fairly quickly with
little local input or analysis. In any event, the few items that do require specific information on local
effects or individual sites such as infrastructure costs and service costs and mitigation have not been
provided for a number of the nine (9) casinos proposed in the Catskills / Hudson Valley region,
including at least two of the three surrounding the Town of Monroe. Thus, even these minimal
standards aren’t adequately addressed at this time for most of the applications.
Lack of Objective Site Selection Criteria or SEQRA Compliance
The NYS Gaming Commission site selection factors comprise only 20 percent or less of the agency’s
evaluation criteria (See NYS Gaming web-site). Siting factors include no mention of any comparative
analysis of sites within a region or County, and no objective criteria for ranking sites. Applicants for a
casino license must highlight the benefits of their proposed site, which typically translates into a glossy
presentation better suited for marketing the site to prospective buyers than evaluating it as a site for a
potential casino facility. No SEQRA findings or environmental documentation are required to be part of
applications to the Gaming Commission.
Accordingly, little information is available for review to ascertain and compare impacts to the Town of
Monroe at this time. This could be completed for the Town if and when comments are solicited on
applications by land use approval authorities in the adjacent municipalities at a later date.
At a minimum, the Gaming Commission decision-making should include reference to SEQRA findings
for each of the sites, and a comparison of the relative advantages and disadvantages of each site and
casino project. Better yet, the Commission should perform its own programmatic environmental review.
Typical areas reviewed for SEQRA as part of a site-specific environmental review could provide much
of the basis for the Gaming Commission’s site selection rationale. In no particular order, issues that
would be important environmental impact and casino siting considerations in the case of the Town of
Monroe include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

traffic impact & roadway safety (i.e., one Monroe-area casino projects 10 million new
visitors/year) (Note 5)
demand on water supplies and exiting mains
effect on existing water resources
demand for wastewater treatment capacity; will new capacity or treatment facilities be needed to
accommodate other growth if the majority of capacity is used for one or more casinos?
demand on police services (to address traffic / accidents, increases in DWI, assaults, burglaries)
demand on emergency response such as fire protection and ambulances
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

impact upon property values, for both developed and undeveloped land; potential for
displacement of existing uses (e.g., placement of a casino in a primarily residential area could
increase pressure for commercial redevelopment or rezoning of surrounding lands)
demand on housing for workers
impacts on schools from induced population increase; fiscal effects, and school operations for
schools near casinos, such as in Monroe (Note 4)
impact on local, County and State parks and recreation lands and open space
visual impact of new large commercial buildings and paved areas
lighting / glare in night sky
noise from outdoor entertainment venues
impact on social services from induced population
fiscal impacts (costs) to provide increased services vs. new anticipated revenues generated by
casino(s)
impacts on local businesses
effect on job market, future job growth & wages
impact of potential failure / closure of casino (particularly after a seven year moratorium is lifted
in NYC)
impact on quality of life and the character of the town
growth inducing effects (e.g., extension of infrastructure to serve a new casino could lead to new
districts and new taxes, and pressure for homeowners to connect to new infrastructure, with
accompanying costs)
impacts on agricultural lands (increases in land values tend to impact agricultural uses
disproportionately)
impacts on existing land use in the area surrounding the facility
whether previous use of the site or a neighboring property makes it a logical location for growth
(Woodbury Commons is near one of the sites)
aspects of the site or neighboring properties such as brownfield designations or previous
hazardous waste issues (Nepera is near one of the sites)
conformance with zoning policy, specifically the zoning designation for each site and
surrounding neighborhood; and plans including the Town’s 2008 Master Plan, the County’s 2010
Comprehensive Plan, the Mid-Hudson Sustainability Plan, and specific County plans addressing
water, and agricultural lands, and whether changes must be made
cumulative impacts of two operating casinos (either in each site-specific environmental review or
in a programmatic environmental review completed by the Gaming Commission)
alternatives analysis of the six sites (either in each site-specific environmental review or in a
programmatic environmental review completed by the Gaming Commission)
reliance on previous, potentially out-dated, environmental inventories and findings – e.g., the
Town of Woodbury is allowing Caesars NY to supplement environmental reviews performed in
the late 1980’s for its site.

All of the above issues remain unconsidered by localities since SEQRA has not been completed; thus,
findings are not available to the Gaming Commission Facility Siting Board. Nor has a programmatic
environmental review been completed by the Gaming Commission that would compare alternative sites
and development programs. Then on what rational basis is the Facility Siting Board making decisions to
site casino facilities? And, how has the agency addressed its SEQRA obligations for the action at hand
which is the selection of two casino facility sites in Orange County, and licensing for two casino projects
/ operators?
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Casinos include a mix of uses and substantial amounts of floor area. The casino proposals surrounding
the Town of Monroe include large numbers of hotel rooms, thousands of slot machines and other types
of gambling, entertainment venues and conference facilities, retail stores and restaurants, and spa and
similar-type uses. Development costs are projected at upwards of $750 million.
Site-specific environmental (i.e., SEQRA) information is critical in evaluating the local impacts of such
large development projects. This information should be available to the Gaming Commission before it
makes siting decisions on two projects in Orange County.
The allocation of State economic development “initiatives” such as the state-wide casino development
program is no different than any other State program which involves siting facilities, and like other
similar programs, it too is subject to SEQRA.
Thus, to properly make a siting decision, a completed application to the NYS Gaming Commission for
licensing and site selection should include SEQRA findings, including cumulative impact and
alternatives analyses. Agency decision-making should not proceed until applications without SEQRA
findings are found ineligible, or until SEQRA findings for each site can be integrated into site selection
decision-making. In any event, the siting board is required to issue its own SEQRA findings for the site
selections. A programmatic environmental review could also be completed which addresses the
comparative advantages / disadvantages of the nine (9) Hudson valley sites, or the subset of six (6) sites
in Orange County.
Orange County’s Role
I found it surprising that Orange County does not have a larger role in the vetting of the six sites within
the County. Surely, from a County perspective one or two of the sites would be more desirable, or
generate some concerns to or questions by the County. If not, the County does have the distinct role of
mediating inter-Town planning issues as part of its responsibilities under the General Municipal Law
and likely the County charter. The siting of large commercial / mixed use development projects like
each of the six casinos would bring up inter-Town issues. The County would also serve as a conduit for
revenue–sharing by the State of revenues collected from the casinos. It would be in the best position to
allocate these revenues, and potential impact related fees offered as mitigation to host and non-host
Towns. Further, most Towns and Villages in Orange County do not have the staffing capabilities to
devote time to a comprehensive evaluation of one, some or all six proposed sites. The County should be
present to address that situation. In any event, the County did set up a Task Force earlier in 2014 that
purported to address these items related to casino development:
•
•
•
•
•

Expediting stalled Route 17 construction work in Woodbury
Reducing noise associated with additional infrastructure development
Local hiring initiatives for Orange County residents
Job-training for casino employees
Impact on emergency first-responders
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No additional information is provided on the Orange County web-site, although a study of the potential
for impact to emergency service providers was published and is attached. Recommendations for a
traffic study to address likely traffic and roadway safety issues, and improvements to cellular
communications within casino developments are included in the report. The 8-page report ends noting
that “once a location of a casino is known and a traffic impact study is complete, then a comprehensive
study should be undertaken by an outside organization to study the true impact of a casino in the region
and to make staffing, training and equipment procurement recommendations.” This information is not
in place for most of the casinos proposed in the Hudson Valley Catskills region.
Except for a map of the casino sites and a few other brief press releases, no other County-generated
information is available on the Orange County web-site.
Final Thoughts
1) Once committed for a major commercial development like a casino / gaming use, a substantial
chunk of land is devoted to that purpose. In cases involving virgin land, this means clearance of
vegetation and other disturbances and installation of new infrastructure, all of which carries
costs, including costs to the locality if the casinos are unsuccessful or underutilized, and
ultimately vacated. No guarantees are required for localities, although mention is made of
impacts to host and nearby municipalities. After an impact determination, mitigation could be
required that includes moneys earmarked for the closure of a casino at a future date, should that
arise. I am not aware of any funds like this being discussed for the casinos in the Hudson Valley
/ Catskills region. In any event, the Town of Monroe as a nearby / adjacent municipality should
be seeking sufficient vetting of environmental effects and potential fiscal costs to it and all taxing
districts to allow for quantitative comparisons and impact determinations, and specific mitigation
computations if mitigation is to be in the form of funding. Potential new revenues could be
directed to the operating and capital budget pursuant to the State’s formula or a local formula
(based on impacts) if one is negotiated, and / or moneys can be earmarked as bonds and similar
performance type instruments for guarantees.
2) Most if not all of the nine casinos in the Hudson Valley / Catskills region would be developed by
non-local entities, and operated by other non-local entities; substantial amounts of money in the
form of profits from casino development and operation would be drawn out of the region. The
development financing, approval and permitting and construction processes are good at quickly
implementing projects when projects are viewed as lucrative and provide quick returns on
investment. When economic conditions or tastes change or the market starts to become overbuilt, and the brakes are put on, it will be the local Towns that will bear the greatest burden of
unfinished sites or underutilized / unsuccessful developments, (including host and non-host
communities alike).
3) I direct your attention to the following link on the NYS Gaming Commission’s web-site which is
a 1996 Task Report to the Governor on Indian Gaming. Specifically, see Section III, pp. 172 –
183, which discuss community service, fiscal and land use concerns and the applicability of
environmental regulations to Indian gaming sites. While this report is almost 20 years old and
addresses only Indian casino development, it is instructive in that it both demonstrates the lax
environmental review completed by the State for Indian casino gaming -- which appears to be
the same approach the State has taken to private, commercial casino gaming in the Governor’s
current program -- and demonstrates the very real environmental concerns that were nevertheless
articulated by the Task Force in its report.
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(See http://gaming.ny.gov/pdf/Task_Force/outline.htm.
4) My final point is perhaps more subjective – the expeditious manner in which prospective casinos
have been approved in localities such as Thompson, NY (near Monticello), and the
overwhelming, uncritical support given to all of the casino proposals, troubles me and tells me
that few are interested in considering the pros and cons of either the Governor’s casino
development program, or of the individual casino projects and their sites. With the recent
closure of multiple casinos in Atlantic City, the number of casinos on the drawing boards
throughout and near the NYC metro area and technological changes such as online gaming that
now allows for gaming to occur at home, this is the time to require that closer scrutiny is given to
this matter by the approving authorities.

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide written comments on behalf of the Town of Monroe.
Separate comments addressing traffic and roadway impacts may be submitted under separate cover.

John J. Lynch AICP
c.:

Harley E. Doles III, Town of Monroe Supervisor and Town Board (via e-mail)
Christine Tucker, Town of Monroe (via e-mail)
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Notes
Note 1: To receive a license, Applicants to the NYS Gaming Commission must:
Demonstrate how proposes to address:
•
•
•
•
•

problem gambling concerns
workforce development and community development
host and nearby municipality impact and mitigation issues

Identify infrastructure costs of the host municipality incurred in direct relation to the
construction and operation of a gaming facility and commit to a community mitigation plan for
the host municipality
Identify service costs of the host municipality incurred for emergency services in direct
relation to the operation of a gaming facility and commit to a community mitigation plan for
the host municipality

Note 2: Like all State agencies, the Gaming Commission Facility Siting Board is subject to NYS’s
SEQRA requirements. Pursuant to 6 NYCRR Part 617.3(a) “No agency involved in an action may
undertake, fund or approve the action until it has complied with the provisions of SEQR.” The proposed
action is a licensing of an operator, and selection of a project program and site, and is not exempt from
SEQRA.
Note 3: The study was of six proposals in Philadelphia which would culminate in a recommendation for
two of the casinos.
Note 4: Monroe has three elementary schools in the immediate vicinity of one of the proposed casino
locations, as shown on the map below. Monroe-Woodbury High School is not shown on the map but is
also in the immediate vicinity.

Note 5: A separate report will address the comparative effects of the three casinos surrounding Monroe
on roadway / traffic conditions.
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List of Attachments
1: Excerpts from PowerPoint presentation summarizing NYS Economic Development Act (which
covers casino gaming), and site selection criteria
2: PDF version of map showing all six Orange County casino sites
3: Orange County Press Release re: new Casino Task Force. Note that no further information, including
minutes was provided on the web-site, although press release mentions that minutes would be public. A
study of the effects on local emergency services was completed and posted by the County, and is
attached as Attachment 4.
4: Orange County Study of Impact of Casinos on Emergency Services w/ recommendations.
5: Excerpt from “Why Casinos Matter”, a report prepared by the Council of Casinos, part of the Institute
of American Values
6: “Gambling in Connecticut: Analyzing the Economic and Social Impacts” prepared for the State of
Connecticut in 2009 with attached Daily News interview from 2013 Note that most analyses on the
internet of casino impacts focus exclusively on the tax revenue projections provided by casino
proponents, or discuss alternative tax revenue projections; very few address cost / expense projections or
quantify
7: Narrative provided by a concerned citizen to a concerned resident of Tuxedo also focusing on the
Connecticut experience, but updated to June of 2014, and focusing on the proposal in Tuxedo. This is
most cogent summary of research and findings on the social costs associated with casinos.
8: Map from AKRF study of six Philadelphia casinos, October 2013
9: Map from NYS Gaming Commission web-site showing 14 existing NYS casino / racinos.
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